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1 Basic Navigation 

With Cloud HQ, you are able to manage inventory, purchasing, reports, accounting and much more 
all on a single platform. CHQ works over the internet, so once provided with the correct link for your 
company, you can access it on any laptop or desktop. 

NOTE: Cloud HQ works with Silverlight, which at this time is incompatible with iPad and iPhone. 
Retailers will need to access CHQ via a laptop, computer or a tablet that runs Silverlight.  

There are seven main sections in Cloud HQ, where you are able to manage various facets of your 
store or stores:  

• Inventory 
• Purchasing 
• Sales 
• Analytics 
• Accounting 
• Services 
• Options 

They are listed along the top of the main menu. Select any of them to move into that section. In the 
figure below, the inventory section is bold indicating that is the section you are currently in.  

 

Each section has its own, unique list of sub-sections that further direct the user. These sub-sections 
are listed on the left side of the screen, and in the image above, you can see the styles & items sub-
section is highlighted.  
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In the services section, for example, you have three sub-sections to choose from:  

• time card 
• lessons 
• gift card terminal 

The layout between sub-sections varies depending on what that area contains.  

 

Despite being in the same services section, time card (above) has a different layout than lessons 
(below).  

 

While there are variations within sections and sub-sections, Teamwork has tried to create consistency 
within Cloud HQ as much as possible. In many of the sub-sections, you will find the layout shown in 
the figure below.  
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1. The Search Field – Use this field to search for specific entries, in this case styles or items.  
2. The Filter Panel – Using this panel, you can filter down to see specific entries.  
3. Performance Buttons – These allow you to perform certain actions within CHQ. In the styles 

& items section, you can create a new style/item, see the list of styles/items and create/view 
inventory imports.  

4. Recent Entry List –Listed here are the last entries that were added to the section. In the styles 
& items sub-section, they are the last styles and items created.  

  

1. 

2. 

4. 

3. 
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This layout is used to create, find, edit and/or work with entries or records whatever those may be. 
For example, the analytics – reports layout below shows a similar layout where you can find and 
work with reports for your store.  

 

If you use the Filter Panel or the list performance button to see the full list of entries, you will be 
taken to a separate page showing all the entries for that sub-section.  
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List views in CHQ have their own unique layout that helps you find the exact record you’re looking 
for. In the reporting section, for example, information is displayed about the report in the bottom 
panel.  

 

The first tab in the bottom panel lists the info for the report including the purpose, description and 
use thereof.  

 

The user notes tab displays any notes that the user logged in has recorded about this report.  

 

The previous runs tab shows all the previous runs of this report.  

 

 

If you want to hide/show the bottom panel, select the icon below.  
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In CHQ list views, you can choose to see 10, 25, 50 or All the records at one time. These options are 
on the bottom of all list views or list of records.  

Use the arrows to navigate through the pages of HQ where the inside arrows are to move to the 
next/previous page and the outside arrows are to move to the first/last pages.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once you find an entry using any of the various fields, panels or lists, you can open that entry by 
selecting it. 
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With the entry opened, Teamwork shows all the components of that entry. 

 

In any part of CHQ, use the Teamwork icon in the top left to move back to the main menu.  

 

In nearly every screen in CHQ, there is the logout icon. Located in the bottom left hand corner of the 
screen. Selecting the icon with the username displayed, “root” in this case, and the arrow will log out 
the CHQ user.  
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2 Styles and Items 

In the inventory section, you can work with styles, items and service items. Below are definitions for 
each: 

§ Style – The basic design of any item that may have various sizes, colors, etc. 

§ Item – A single product that has a distinct attribute, e.g. color, size, etc.  

§ Service Item – A non-inventory related item that provides a service, e.g. alterations, disc repair, 
dry-cleaning, etc.  

Each item has a style, thus each style has at least one item. A style could have more than one item, 
but an item can only have one style.  

Let’s illustrate this with an example. A store sells a polo shirt that comes in small-medium-large, as 
well as the colors blue, green and white.  

Each specific size and color is a specific item whereas the polo shirt design is a style. In Teamwork, 
you don’t need to create a new item for every single separate color and size. You’re able to just 
create one style, and then quickly select which colors/sizes/attributes are applicable and Teamwork 
automatically creates each item.  

In the styles & items sub-section, you will see the recent items list as well as the new, list and 
imports performance buttons.  
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Selecting one of the entries on the recent list, you’ll open the details of that entry.  

 

The entry we have opened is a style/model as denoted in the item type field. Looking through the 
general section, indicated on the left-hand panel of the window, we can find more information 
about this style/model.  

 

In the next section, you’ll learn how to create a new item as well as a new style.  
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2.1 Creating a Single Item 

In Cloud HQ, you’re able to create an item, a style/model or a service item. See chapter Creating a 
New Style to learn how to create a stylized item.  

In the styles & items sub-section, select new. Indicate single item on the radio button, then select ok.  

 

In the general section, enter the general information for the item. Every item has a style number to 
represent the model or style for that item. The style number for this item is located next to the item 
type.  

 

When creating a single item, Teamwork asks for a specific attribute for the item. In the first 
dropdown box, indicate the type of attribute and then the specific attribute for that item.  
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Once the general section is completely filled out, move to the pricing section to set the item’s 
pricing. You can set each price level in the pricing section. The cost of the item, however, is not in the 
pricing section but in the vendors section.  

 

Click into any of the price level fields to set a price for that level.  

 

You do not have to fill each price level if your store does not use each level. Simply set a price for the 
levels that your store uses.  

 

 

The vendors section allows you to input the vendor information for this item.  

Select add and then choose from the list of vendors. Typically you would only have one vendor, but 
you’re able to add multiple if you get the item from several sources.  
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Note 
Be sure to indicate the primary vendor if there are multiple vendors.  

 

With the vendor added, move to the vendor details panel to input the details for the item. Similar to 
the pricing section, click into any of these fields and input the item’s cost, lead time, etc.  

 

Use the other sections to add related inventory to this item, to mark if this item belongs to 
ecommerce channels, to place the item into a category or collection or to add rich content to the 
single item.  

 

When you’re done entering all the information for the item, select save to save the changes you 
made.  
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After hitting refresh, you’ll see the item in the recent items list.  
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2.2 Creating a New Style 

In Teamwork, styles refer to the basic or general sense of the product rather than a specific, 
individual item. When you create a new style in CHQ, you actually are also creating specific items 
with specific attributes. By creating a style, however, you can quickly choose which attributes apply to 
your items.  

To create a new style, select new in the styles & items main menu.  

 

Teamwork will ask whether you want to create a single item, a style/model or a service item. Select 
style/model and then select ok.  
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The item information window opens, and here enter the general information for the item. The fields 
with a red asterisk at the end of them are required fields to fill out. Next to the item type, you’ll see 
the style number.  

 

In the attributes section, be sure to mark those attributes which pertain to your style. You will not 
select specific attributes in this field, only the type of attribute. The list includes only general 
attributes (size, color, etc.) as opposed to specific attributes (small, medium, blue, green, etc.).  

 

 

Required 
Fields 
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With your general information set, move to the items section. Here, select add to add items to this 
style.  

 

A grid is shown with both attributes along the side and top of the table. Choose the correct size and 
color in this example to create that item. For every checkbox that is checked, an item will be created 
with those corresponding attributes.  

 

Note 
The attributes selected in the general section determine the grid rows and columns.  
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After selecting save in the attribute grid, the list of created items will appear in the items section. 
Notice that each color and size you selected is listed, and highlighting one will give you the 
corresponding information of the item. Each item has a unique PLU, but they are all part of the same 
style.  

 

In the item details section, you can add an additional UPC by selecting add.  
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The control and usage panel allows the retailer to set the item with the following features: 

• Trade – Allows the item to be eligible for trade-in if your store offers trades.  
• Inactive – If this item is no longer sold, then this box would be checked.  
• SO Availability – Sales Order Availability indicates whether the item is able to be used on a 

sales order or not.  
• SO Deposit – If the item is eligible to be used on a sales order, then this indicates what 

percentage of the total price the customer must pay to put the item on order.  
• Trade Discount – If the item is traded, then a discount can be implemented with this box 

checked. 
• Member Discount – Some stores have memberships which allow customers to purchase 

items for a discounted price. Checking this box indicates if this item is eligible for a member 
discount.  

 

If you accidentally added an item that should not be included within this style, you can highlight that 
item and select remove.  
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The easiest and most common way to set pricing for the new items is to assign pricing for the entire 
style. Along the top, there is a box to edit pricing for the entire style, which affects pricing for each 
item.  

 

In the style/model price box, click into any of the fields and input a value. When you do, Teamwork 
will ask if you wish to provide this value to all the items.  
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After selecting yes, all the items’ pricing within the style will be updated.  

 

There may be times that a particular item within a style needs a different price than the rest of the 
style. If you need to adjust a particular item’s pricing, then simply double-click the correct price level 
for the item and edit the field.  
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Next, indicate the vendor information and cost of the item in the vendors section. Select add to add 
a new vendor, and then choose the vendor from the drop down box under the vendor column.  

  

With the vendor added, you can now edit order costs, minimum quantities and lead time for all the 
items within the style. The vendor details work the same way as the pricing, i.e. you can make 
uniform settings for the entire style or adjust it on a per item basis.  
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After working within the vendors section, you can record any other information or rich content media 
that this style may have in the other sections.  

When you’re finished creating the style, select save to save the style and its respective items.  

 

After refreshing the main menu, you’ll see the style you just created in the recent entries list.  
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3 Reports  

The definition of “analytics” is as:  

The science or study of analysis [Plain Text English Dictionary] 

“Analysis” is defined as:  

Detailed examination of the elements or structure of something [Oxford Dictionaries] 

Thus, analytics is the science of examining the elements or structure of something.  

In Teamwork, analytics is where you, as the retailer, can examine the elements that make up your 
store. This is not limited to just statistics, but extends to planning for inventory replenishment and 
distribution.  

Analytics is where you can assess the existing situation of your company and plan accordingly.  

One of the features of analytics is reports.  

Reports has the standard layout of CHQ with the search field, filter panel, performance buttons and 
recent list.  
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The full list of reports can be found by selecting the list performance button. With no report 
selected, the only option available is to create a new report.  

 

Teamwork will then ask for the file of the new report. While too technical to cover in this manual, 
reports (.rdl files) can only be created if the developer knows and uses the correct code. Contact a 
Teamwork rep for more information on creating your own reports.  
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With a report selected or highlighted, more options become available as well as the information 
located on the bottom panel becomes populated. Additionally, action buttons become enabled.  

Note 
You can also sort by area which sections each report into a specific area, e.g. sales, 
inventory, etc.  

 

Selecting run will open the Filter Window, the first step of running a report. The Filter Window 
contains multiple filters by which you can filter or limit what the report shows.  

 

You are able to filter down the report to a date range, a specific location(s), vendor(s), division, 
season, etc.  
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With the date range filter, select one of the pre-set buttons to indicate which time frame you want 
the report to show. The date fields on the left automatically populate when you choose one of the 
buttons. You also have the option to enter custom dates in those date fields.  

 

With a lot of the other filters, like locations below, you’re able to select one or multiple for the report 
to show. You can also use the select all or unselect all buttons under the location field.  

 

With all your filters set, be sure to input any additional information as needed. For the report shown 
below, you’ll need to set the number of products to view at a time as this report is Best/Worst Selling 
Products. When you’re done, select run to run the report.  

 

NOTE 
When you run the reports, you may need to turn off pop-up blockers, as some internet 
browsers see the new report as a pop-up.  
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When the report opens, the title and report filters are displayed on the top left with the 
corresponding information listed below.  

 

Teamwork allows you to export the report, by selecting the floppy disc icon. The most common 
export is to export to excel, as shown below.  
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Back in the report list view, you can select edit, to make any edits to the report.  

 

The major information of the report (like the name, purpose, etc.), is not editable, but depending on 
your rights, you will have the option to edit the area this report is in, mark this as a favorite and add 
notes to the report.  
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You do have the feature to view the SQL here for editing the report design. Only use this feature if 
you are familiar with the structure and coding of Teamwork reporting.  

 

In the reports list view, you also have the option to mark a report as your favorite by simply checking 
the box in the favorite column.  

 

Those are the basics of the Reports section in Cloud HQ. If you need more specific information on 
report workflows or if you need a specific report not listed, contact a Teamwork representative to 
assist you.  
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4 Business Intelligence: Data Mines 

A data mine is an interactive report with drill-down capability that provides real time information of 
your business. All the information, from sales and returns to employee clock-in times, is collected 
and stored for manipulation within the data mine.  

Data mines are used by decision makers to produce organized information from raw data. This is 
called business intelligence (BI).  

This document serves as an introduction to using data mines in CHQ.  

First, you’ll learn how to create a new data mine, then you can see how to use a data mine. In some 
cases, reading section Reading the Data Mine will be easier to comprehend how data mines work, 
and thus provide more clarity on how to create them.  

4.1 Create a New Data Mine 

Data Mines are located in the analytics section of CHQ.  

The data mines section has the standard layout of CHQ with the search field, filter panel, 
performance buttons and recent items list.  
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Follow the steps below to learn how to create data mines. .  

1. Click the list (or favorites) performance button to open the data mines list. 

Note 
You can also click the new performance button in the data mines menu to create a data 
mine directly. 

 

2. Click the new button.  
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3. The data mine window will display the general tab, the first of three. 

In the general tab, enter the name and description for the data mine. This identifying 
information allows the data mine to be searched for and used again.  

 

4. Enter the area of the data mine.  

Note 

The date and time of the last update is a system-generated field. Area is used to organize 
data mines.  

 

Select the team checkbox to indicate that this data mine can be executed by others on the CHQ 
team. 

If you want the data mine to be a favorite, select the favorite checkbox. 
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5. In the layout tab, define the kinds of data you will examine in the data mine you are creating, 
setting the dimensions for rows and columns and the values. See below to learn how to set 
dimensions and values.  

 

4.1.1 Row Dimensions 

Row dimensions represent the primary topics of your data search. Here is where you set the answers 
to questions like: 

§ Do you need to know whether one location is performing better than the others?  

§ Do you want to determine which item you sell more of?  

§ Are you concerned that a department in one store is underperforming compared to sales at 
another, indicating a problem with display or associates?  

Later in the manual, we’ll provide examples of data mine reports, so you can visually see what row 
dimensions are and how they work.  

Note 
At least one row dimension is required.  
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6. To set the row dimensions, open the desired dimension topic from the dimensions selector 
box (upper right).  

Note 
To search the list, use the search field at the top of the selector box. 

 

7. Click the checkbox for each desired dimension, and once checked, the dimension will appear 
under row dimensions. 

 

8. Continue adding dimensions until you have all the row dimensions you desire.  
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To reorder the dimensions, you can use drag and drop to move them up and down within row, 
column or value dimensions, or between dimensions. 

Note 
The retail calendar is a specialized calendar for how you look at the week, month, quarter 
and year so that you can compare it to previous years. 

4.1.2 Column Dimensions 

Column dimensions add depth to values, providing comparison data. Column dimensions are not 
required to create a data mine. 

Later in the manual, we’ll provide examples of data mine reports, so you can visually see what 
column dimensions are and how they work.  

9. To add a dimension to column dimensions, you’ll need to drag and drop it from the row 
dimensions list.  

Do this by clicking and holding the dimension in row dimensions, moving it into column 
dimensions, and then releasing it. 

 

You can also drag a dimension from the selector box itself and drag it to the column dimension list.  

10. Add as many column dimensions as needed  
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4.1.3 Column Values 

Column values indicate the actual values that are displayed along the row and column dimensions.  

Note 
You must include at least one value for each data mine.  

11. The values selector box is located in the bottom right of the screen, under the dimensions 
selector box. Open the desired value topic from the values selector box.  

 

12. Select the checkbox for each desired value, and the value will appear in column values.  
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13.  You can save the current state of the data mine by clicking save, and/or select preview to 
run the data mine immediately.  

Note 
Preview opens the filters tab, but does not save the data mine. 

 

4.1.4 Filters Tab 

When the dimensions and values have been set, the next step is to set the filters. Filters create drill-
down columns in the data mine results so that the data of the values is broken down by the filter 
parameters.  
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A common filter is the date range filter. This limits the data so that you can drill down by relevant 
time frames, for example: 

§ By quarter, for understanding overall sales in a period;  

§ By sales week, to examine how a sale affected revenue;  

§ By day of the week, to calculate the effect of new business hours.  

Location filters help focus on the performance of a specific retail location, such as a new store, a 
warehouse, or a revamped location. 

14. Just like with dimensions, select a filter dimension by selecting its checkbox or using drag 
and drop.  

 

Note 
List order doesn’t matter to filter function. In other words, there is no priority. 

15. Once filters are set, you can save the current state of the data mine by clicking save, and/or 
select preview to run the data mine immediately. 

See the following chapter on how to run the data mine.  
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4.2 Running the Data Mine 

With the data mine created, you are ready to run and/or preview the data mine.  

1. Select preview while in the data mine window or highlight the data mine in the list view and 
select run.  

  

2. Filter parameters allow you to define the filters selected. Just like with other reports in CHQ, 
select the desired filter parameters. When done, select run to run the data mine.  

 

Note 
You can use the select all button to select all the filters (locations in this case).  
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3. The data mine results, retrieved in real-time from your retail environment, will display in an 
HTML page.  

 

4. If you selected preview to view this data mine, you can now select save to save the data 
mine.  

See the following section to learn how to read and use the data mines.  

4.3 Reading the Data Mine 

A data mine looks similar to a spreadsheet in which data is evaluated by identifying the types of data 
using the column and row headings and then examining the values for each row and column 
combination. 

After running a data mine, you can manipulate the data to view, reorder, or drill down within the 
results.  

4.3.1 Row Dimensions 

Here are the row dimensions listed out in the data mine creation window that correspond to the data 
mine shown below.  
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The left part of the data mine table corresponds to the row dimensions of the data mine’s layout. The 
left-most row labels match the first row dimension, and so on. In the example, the top level is the 
department row dimension, and it’s furthest left.  

To see other row dimensions, click the plus sign in front of each row record (the specific departments 
here), and then you’ll see the items that fall within that department. To sort by column dimensions, 
click the column label. 

 

4.3.2 Column Dimensions and Values 

The right part of the data mine table, after the dividing line, corresponds to the values from the data 
mine layout. The data may be broken out by column dimensions (if used) and selected filters. 

Here are the columns and values listed for the data mine shown below. 

 

In the example above, the column dimension is Retail Year (2012, 2013, 2014), which can be broken 
down by the Retail Week, and the values are Sold Qty and Avg OH Qty. 
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If you wish to expand any column, select the “+” symbol. Here the year 2013 is broken down by 
retail week, and the Sold Qty and Avg OH Qty for each week of the year are shown.   

 

If additional data is available to be viewed in the data mine, use the scrolling bar at the bottom, or 
you can page forward and backward using the paging numbers or arrows at the top of the column. 

 

We suggest you play around with data mines in order to gain familiarity with them.  
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4.4 Export a Data Mine 

Once you have your data mine opened, you can export that to a spreadsheet. This is convenient if 
you need to save and send this data to a colleague or employee.  

On the HTML page, you’ll notice an export button in the upper right-hand corner of the page.  

 

A pop-up menu will display, and here you’re given the options to export your current screen view, 
export without paging, or export all data in the data mine with all dimensions expanded.  

 

Exporting the current screen view will export into excel what your current screen looks like, so 
whichever columns/rows are expanded will be in the spreadsheet.  

Exporting the current view without paging will export the data mine without paging.  

Exporting data will all dimensions expanded will export the data mine with each dimension 
expanded so the full array of information is available.  
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Depending on your internet browser, the download will appear and select it to open it in excel.  

 

Your spreadsheet will open in excel, and you can save it using the standard excel workflows.  
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4.5 Copy and Modify a Data Mine 

If you need to slightly alter what a data mine displays, you can copy and modify an existing data 
mine without having to create a new one from scratch.  

1. From the analytics tab, select the list (or favorites) performance button to open the data 
mines list. 

2. In the list, highlight the data mine you wish to copy. 

3. Click the copy button.  

 

4. A new data mine will open with the name (dataminename)-copy.  
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5. In the general tab, modify all the sections that can be changed, for example the name and 
description.  

Just as in a new data mine, the data mine id, owner, and the created and last updated 
fields are system-generated and cannot be altered.  

 

6. Modify the layout tab by changing which rows dimensions, column dimensions or column 
values are shown.  
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7. Finally, change any filters in the filters tab.  

 

8. When you have finished all your changes to the data mine, select save to save the changes. 
You can also preview the changes by selecting preview.  

 

9. The data mine will be saved with the new name, or if you didn’t change the name, the data 
mine will save with the default, (dataminename)-copy. 
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5 Ecommerce 

In Cloud HQ, you are able to manage and track your company’s ecommerce sites. When working 
with ecommerce in Teamwork, you’ll come across certain terms, and it’s important to understand 
each one.  

Ecommerce Channel – A channel is a way or a means of selling items through the web. A channel 
might be a specific store site, but it can also be an amazon store or eBay store.  

Ecommerce Memo – A document that Cloud HQ sends to the ecommerce site to place items for 
sale on the site as well as pushes the items’ information.  

Web Orders Dispatcher – The section of CHQ where web orders are allocated for fulfillment. A 
customer first makes an order online, and then using the dispatcher, the order then gets assigned to 
a specific location to fulfill the order.  

Web Orders Fulfillment –The section of CHQ where web orders actually get fulfilled from the 
dispatcher.  

A great feature of Cloud HQ is that you can manage each of your ecommerce channels within CHQ. 
So if you have a regular ecommerce website (a company’s own site typically), an amazon store and 
an eBay store, you are able to manage each one of them from Cloud HQ.  

5.1 Setting up an Ecommerce Channel 

Retailers use ecommerce channels to sell their merchandise over the web. The term channel is used 
to denote ways or means of selling items through the web. Currently, Teamwork works with Magento 
when processing web orders.  

Ecommerce channels are located in the options section and company settings sub-section.  
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Note 
The channel WILL NOT work unless the name of the ecommerce channel you are creating 
is the SAME as the Store View name.  

!
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In the XML Generating field, you can determine how many styles per chunk you wish to generate. 
Essentially, this signifies how many styles/items get sent to the ecommerce site at a time. Keeping 
this number at the default helps ensure there is not a lot of wait time.  

 

In the Fulfillment Orders section, each field has a specific purpose to the ecommerce site.  

Minutes Before Order Re-route – This indicates how long an unprocessed order will remain marked 
in black. After the indicated amount of time, the web order will be marked in red to attract the 
dispatcher’s attention so he can fulfill the order. By default this is set to 240 minutes, but can be 
manipulated otherwise if you want it to be shorter or longer. 

 

Global Fee Distributed By – This field shows how the global fee will be applied to items all in the 
same order. There are three choices: a) Quantity, b) Weight and c) Amount.  

 

Web Tax Area – This field signifies which tax area to choose for the ecommerce channel.  
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If New Customer Should Be Created – If a customer signs up from the ecommerce channel, this 
field indicates whether the customer will be created as a corporate customer or as a local customer.  

 

Default Discount – Here indicate what the default discount is for any fulfillment order. This doesn’t 
necessary mean that each order will receive a discount, but rather if they do, what the default 
discount will be.  

 

Global Fee As Shipping – This field indicates what the global fee is for shipping on web orders.  

 

Default Location – If you wish to set a default location for the web orders, you can do so in this 
field.  

 

Assign the Default Location Every – This signifies how often you want the default location assigned 
to your web orders.  
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Auto Posting – With this box checked, web orders will be posted to CHQ without the use of CHQ 
Logics. Some clients do not use Logics for web orders but rather use some other software for posting 
web orders.  

Auto Posting Employee – If the auto-posting box is checked, then this field needs to be filled with 
the employee who performs this task.  

In our example, we’ll leave them blank as most clients use CHQ Logics for posting web orders.  

 

The next step is to establish the connection in the connections section.  

 

First select the channel you are going to upload to. In our case, we’ll choose Magento.  
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After indicating Magento, a new field displays asking for the api key.  

 

Next indicate the URI, user, password and the api key.  

 

In most cases the download settings will be the same as the upload settings, so you can mirror the 
fields. It’s vital to ensure that the connection settings are correct as the rest of the tabs in the 
ecommerce setup depend on the connection being accurate.  
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The next step is setting up locations. Here we can check which locations can actually carry out web 
orders. You can also use the box at the top of the column to check all or uncheck all locations.  

 

There are two ways to set up prices for ecommerce. You can either do it manually, using the set up 
prices option, or you can use a plugin, using the use plugin .dll option.  
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The plugin option allows you to upload a standard .dll file which will set the prices for you in the 
ecommerce site. Select the blue box at the end of the upload plugin field and find the appropriate 
file.  

 

Manually setting prices allows you to set certain pricing based on price types and price levels. For 
each EC Price, you can select the price type.  
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With the price type selected, then choose the price level that is going to show at the ecommerce site.  

 

If you choose location in the price type, not only do you have to choose a price level but also have to 
indicate a location in the Used Location or Group column.  

 

You can also check the use local checkbox to ensure that local pricing is used for this location or 
group.  
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Moving to the payments section, you’ll see the list of payments provided by Magento. For each 
payment description, under the column magento description, set the appropriate payment method.  

 

You’ll notice that some fields have dropdown boxes while others have fixed fields that cannot be 
edited.  

 

The fixed fields are unalterable because they are no longer active. If you wish to only see the active 
payment types provided by Magento, select filter and then choose only active. 

 

 

Fixed 

Dropdown 
Box 
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With the payment types set, move to the discounts section.  

In discounts, you can set the applicable discounts that are available on your ecommerce site. 
Depending on the site layout, these discounts will be available for the consumer to use. More 
specifically, each discount that is checked indicates that Magento can apply this discount to a 
transaction.  

 

The tax categories section allows you to set the various tax areas for the Magento ecommerce site. 
As in earlier tabs, there are dropdown boxes to choose which tax class applies for each category.  

 

In shipping, set which shipping method will be used for each Magento shipping description. 
Similarly, you can use the filter option to only see the active shipping methods in Magento.  

Note 
The inactive methods are not alterable.  
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Use the dropdown box to choose the correct shipping methods.  

 

Similar to the other tabs, the service fees section allows you to check which fees are applicable to 
the ecommerce site.  

 

In rich media, you can add rich media to your ecommerce site. Selecting add and then the plus sign 
will allow you to create a new template item.  
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Here you can set the name for the template and a description. Also, indicate what type the template 
will be, whether a description, large image, thumbnail, video, video link or image link.  

 

Once the type is selected, check any of the attribute boxes if they apply and select whether this is a 
unique template or if there are multiple. Select Apply when done, to create the rich media template.  
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With that one added, you can continue to add more rich media templates by selecting the + sign.  

 

When you’ve finished adding all the rich media for the site, move to the properties section.  

Here you can add properties for styles, items and rich content. Each property that is required will 
have a red asterisk next to it indicating that the style property needs to be set.  
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To set a property, start typing the value for the property or use the dropdown menu.  

 

Setting properties for items is the same for styles, and use the dropdown menu to set the 
appropriate property.  
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In the rich content section, choose which image you wish to use for each rich template item. The 
options will be based on the templates you created earlier in the rich content tab.  

 

With the properties set, you are ready to save your channel to finalize your new channel.  
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If there is a required field that has not been specified, Teamwork will alert you that that are fields that 
need to be filled out.  

Selecting save will save the channel, but will not make the channel ecommerce ready. Selecting 
cancel will take you to the required fields that need to be filled out. 

 

When all the required fields are set, however, you will see the new ecommerce channel having the 
status of ecommerce ready.  
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6 Catalog Import 

Catalog Imports provide a convenient method to add new items to your catalog. They are done 
initially to get the entire catalog into Teamwork, and they are also done periodically to update the 
catalog with new items.  

Many stores have large shipments of new inventory at certain times of the year (summer, winter, 
etc.), and instead of manually entering the new items into the catalog, Teamwork offers Catalog 
Imports to update the catalog.  

Catalog Imports have exact rules and procedures, so be sure to read this chapter in its entirety 
before attempting to do an import. 

6.1 Dictionaries 

Dictionaries are predefined lists of values including seasons, attributes, vendor/manufacturers, tax 
group codes, etc. that characterize your inventory. Think of dictionaries as the criteria that specific 
inventory falls under.  

Before you do any import, there are certain dictionaries that have to be already populated. They are:  

§ Department, Class, Subclass 1 and Subclass 2 (also alternate department, etc.) 

§ Vendors/Manufacturers 

§ Tax Group Codes 

§ Attribute Sets and their values 

§ Season Name 

§ Brand Name 

§ Custom Lookup 1-12 
For example, let’s say that you’re store is receiving an order from a new vendor of Boys clothing, but 
there is no existing department of “Boys Clothing.” Before performing the Catalog Import, you would 
need that new vendor and department created along with any new attributes, brands, etc. that 
accompany that new inventory.  
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6.2 Import Template 

The first thing to do for an import is to create a template in excel for importing. Teamwork uses a 
specific template in order for a successful template.  

If the catalog is coming from another system that has numeric values currently being used as a 
barcode, then those numbers must be imported into Teamwork as the PLU. Otherwise there may be 
items that end up with PLUs that duplicate item numbers from the old system. 

The only exception to this would be numeric values that are extremely large and would never likely 
be PLUs in the system such as 231236591.  

Note 
Never change an item number for an existing item that is currently tagged with that item 
number. 

Shown below is an excel spreadsheet template with each column listed, and the information about 
each one. Use this as a guideline when creating your excel template.  

A B C D 

Auti Assigned if blank If Style import, then 
required   

Integer Code 20 Text 20 Text 18 

PLU Style # CLU UPC 

A unique number generated 
automatically. Normally this will 

be blank and the import 
program will populate it based 
on the HQ settings (see CLU) 

 

A 20 character field that 
uniquely identifies a single 
item or group of items that 
vary only by attributes. If 

this is left blank the import 
program will automatically 
populate it with a unique 

value for each item 
 

Alternat or Custom Lookup 
value. This will usually be 

the customer's current 
unique item identifier (not 
required) However if their 
item number is numeric 

then it should be assined to 
the PLU 

 

This may be populated or 
blank. It must be a valid 

UPC code 
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E F G H 

Required. Must be unique. Required. Must be the 
same within a style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Text 40 Text 30 or  
Code 10 

Text 30 or 
Code 10 

Text 30 or 
Code 10 

EID Department Class SubClass 1 

External Identifier. This must be 
the customer's current unique 

item identifier 

The department code or 
name. It must be 

predefined in HQ - 
Required 

The class code or name. It 
must be predefined in HQ 

The subclass 1 code or 
name. It must be 
predefined in HQ 

 

I J K L 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Text 30 or 
Code 10 Code 10 Text 30 or 

Code 10 
Text 30 or  
Code 10 

SubClass 2 Department Class 
Code Alt. Department Alt. Class 

The subclass 2 code or name. 
It must be predefined in HQ 

 

Normally left blank for the 
import to populate accoding 

to HQ settings. 
 

The alternate department 
code or name. It must be 

predefined in HQ 
 

The alternate class code or 
name. It must be 
predefined in HQ 

 
 

M N O P 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. Required. 

Text 30 or  
Code 10 

Text 30 or 
Code 10 Code 10 Code 10 

Alt. SubClass 1 Alt. SubClass 2 Alt. Department 
Class Code Tax Group Code 

The alternate subclass 1 code 
or name. It must be predefined 

in HQ 
 

The alternate subclass 2 
code or name. It must be 

predefined in HQ 
 

An alternate to the 
Department Class Code. 

 

This must be set according 
to the options already 
defined in HQ such as 

"Retail", "Non-taxable", etc. 
It must be predefined in HQ 
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Q R S T 

At least one is required. Must be the same within a style. 

Text 30 Text 30 Text 50 Text 50 

Description 1 Description 2 Description 3 Description 4 
Up to 30 characters of 

description of the item. This is 
typically used for a style 

designation 
 

Up to 30 characters of 
description of the item. 

 

Up to 50 characters of 
description of the item. 

 

Up to 50 characters of 
description of the item. This 

is called the "Store 
Description" in OPs 

 
 

U V W X 

Required. Must be the same 
within a style. 

For items within a Style #, combination of Attribite 1, Attribite 2, Attribite 3 must be 
unique. 

 

Code 20 or Text 30 Code 10 or 
Text 30 Text 30 Code 10 or 

Text 30 

Manufacturer Attribute Set 1 Attribute 1 Attribute Set 2 

The code or name of the 
manufacturer assigned to this 
item. It must be predefined in 

HQ 

For items with the same 
style number the attributes 
provie a unique identity for 
each item such as size and 
color. It must be predefined 

in HQ 

An alternate to the 
Department Class Code. 

This must be set according 
to the options already 
defined in HQ such as 

"Retail", "Non-taxable", etc. 
It must be predefined in HQ 

 

 

Y Z AA AB 

For items within a Style #, combination of Attribite 1, Attribite 2, Attribite 3 must be unique. Must be the same within a 
style. 

Text 30 Code 10 or 
Text 30 Text 30 Text 30 

Attribute 2 Attribute Set 3 Attribute 3 Season Name 

The value for this attribute. It 
must be predefined in HQ 

An additional attribute. It 
must be predefined in HQ 

The value for this attribute. 
It must be predefined in HQ 

Season values. Must be 
predefined in the dictionary. 
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AC AD AE AF 

Must be the same within a style. 

Decimal Decimal Decimal Decimal 

Height Width Length Weight 

A dimension of the item. 

 

AG-AR AS-AX AY-BD BE-BJ 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Date Integer Decimal 
Boolean 

Custom Text 1-6 Custom Number 1-6 Custom Decimal 1-6 Custom Flag 1-6 
These fields are used for 

additional "style" information. 
Text is normally a value unigue 

to this item. 

These fields are used for 
additional "style" 

information. 

These fields are used for 
additional "style" 

information. 

These fields are used for 
additional "style" 

information. 

 

BK-BW BV BX-CQ 

Must be the same within a 
style.    

Text 30 Decimal Label 20 Decimal 

Custom Lookup 1-12 Base Price Price Level 1-10 Price 1-10 
These fields are used for 

additional "style" information. 
Lookups should be used for 

data that is repeated for 
multiple items. 

This is the default sell price 
for the item. 

For price levels use the 
price level name 

Price for this Price Level 

 

CR CS CT CU 

 Must be the same within a 
style. For Primary Vendor For Primary Vendor 

Code 10 Code 20 or Text 30 Decimal Text 30 

Owner Location Code Primary Vendor Order Cost Vendor Part # 
This should only be populated 
for items that a specific to one 

location and are not 
"corportate" items. This would 
be the location code already 

defined in HQ. 

The primary vendor code or 
name for this item. It must 

be predefined in HQ 

The default cost to be used 
on purchase orders. 

An optional vendor part 
number. 
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CV CW-DE DF DG 

Must be the same within a 
style.  Must be the same 

within a style. 
Must be the same 

within a style. 

Text 30 Text 18 Date Boolean 

Brand Name UPC 2-10 Release Date Trade Item 
An optional field for the brand 

of the item. Must be predefined 
in the dictionary. 

Additional UPC codes. The date the item is to be 
released 

Mark with a "1" or "Yes" if 
this item can be traded in 

 

DH DI DJ DK 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Boolean Boolean Code 20 Boolean 

Repair Rental Service Fee NotTrackOH 

Mark with a "1" or "Yes" if this is 
a Repair item 

Mark with a "1" or "Yes" if 
this is a Rental item Not used Should be "1" if it is a non-

inventory item 
 

DL DM DN DO 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Boolean Boolean Boolean Boolean 

Replenishment Trade Discount Member Discount Inactive 
Mark with a "1" or "Yes" if this is 

to be included in the 
replenishment module 

 
   

 

DH DI DJ DK 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Boolean Boolean Code 20 Boolean 

Repair Rental Service Fee NotTrackOH 
Mark with a "1" or "Yes" if this is 

a Repair item 
Mark with a "1" or "Yes" if 

this is a Rental item Not used Should be "1" if it is a non-
inventory item 
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DL DM DN  

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style. 

Must be the same within a 
style.  

Boolean Boolean Boolean  

Authorize Discount Accepts Tokens LRP Eligible  
Mark with a "1" or "Yes" if this is 

a Repair item 
Mark with a "1" or "Yes" if 

this is a Rental item 
Mark with a "1" or "Yes" if 

this is a Repair item  

 

6.3 Introduction to CHQ Catalog Import 

6.3.1 Import Defaults 

Before creating your first import, use the following steps to set your import defaults. This will 
determine how the program resolves each of the items you import. 

1. Select the options section of Cloud HQ, located at the far right of the interface.  

2. Select company settings. 

3. Click the inventory import button.  
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This will open the Inventory Import Defaults dialog box. 

 

4. Choose the defaults for your import. This is useful as you will typically use the same settings 
for each new import, and setting them correctly beforehand prevents you from having to set 
them each time.  

5. A unique identifier must be used to create an import. For a new import, the ID will likely be 
an external identifier (a SKU or item identifier, for example). Select External ID from the 
dropdown selector.  

 

If you’re doing an update (adding values to season fields, updating descriptions, or 
changing department class structure, for example), select PLU from the dropdown 
selector.  

6. The following fields are for whether you are using the “code” or full “name” for each value. In 
the department classification, set whether you’re using the “code” or “name.”  
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7. Do the same with the alt department classification. 

 

8. Similarily, choose whether you’ll use the “code” or “name” for the attribute set, primary 
vendor and manufacturer.  

 

9. Click save to save the selected inventory import options as defaults. 
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6.4 CHQ Import 

6.4.1 Create a New Import 

1. To create a new import or view existing imports, go to the inventory, styles & items section.  

2. Select the imports performance button. 

  

3. Select new to open the new catalog import dialog box.  

4. From the first field, click the file path button (the blue box at the end).  
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5. Locate and select the correct file to import, click open. 

 

Note: 
This documentation assumes that you are familiar with how to populate the import 
template. 

6. The default import rules are entered, but you can edit any fields as needed.  
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7. Click the ok button to complete the import. 

 

8. A file loading indicator will appear. 

 

9. A temporary staging table is loaded with values from the template. Once complete, you can 
move to the items section to see items from spreadsheet in the resulting list.  
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6.4.2 View Options 

The staging table can be manipulated in several ways, so that you can more easily view and change 
your data.  

You can sort on any column/field.  

 

You can use drag and drop to rearrange the columns. Click and hold the column you wish to move, 
shift it to the new location, and then release. (In the example below, the right column in the first 
image is moved to the left in the second image.)  
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Right-click on the column header to bring up the column header list that allows you to turn on and 
off columns by selecting and deselecting the corresponding checkbox. 

 

As in other parts of CHQ, to view more or fewer items on each page, select 10, 25, or 50. 

 

Use the arrow buttons to advance or move backward through the list of items to import. The inside 
arrows will move to the next/previous page. The outside arrows will move to the first/last page.  

To move to a specific page, select and change the page number. 

6.4.3 Validate Data 

After loading a new or updated import file, you’ll need to do a review to validate the data and 
correct any errors.  

Essentially, this step ensures that the data being imported does not violate any catalog rules such as 
invalid attribute values or you have assigned incorrect classifications (departments, classes and 
subclasses) or omitted required values such as vendors or tax group codes. 
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To validate data, use the following steps.  

1. Select the review button at the lower left corner of the staging area window. 

 

2. A loading indicator will display. 
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3. Invalid entries, or errors, will be indicated in the list with a red box around the problem field.  

 

4. Select the filter button, on the right-hand side, and a set of filters will display.  

  

5. Choose which items display. You can filter by: 

§ New/Update Items 

§ Status 

§ Errors 
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6. If you just want to view the records that have errors, then be sure that only the “has errors” 
checkbox is checked in the errors section. Then select apply.  

  

7. Only those items with errors, will show. To identify each error, use your mouse to hover over 
it in the right-hand corner and a red pop-up box will describe the error.  
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6.4.3.1 Discard Import 

If there are a large number of errors, you may wish to cancel the current import and correct the data 
in the original file.  

To cancel the current import, click the discard button at the lower right of the window.  

 

A cautionary dialog box will display. If you wish to continue to cancel the import, click discard. 

 

6.4.3.2 Correct Errors 

If there are only a small number of errors, you can correct them individually by selecting the invalid 
item to edit, or remove them from the import. In the item screen, you’ll be able to change data in the 
General, Classification, Vendor, Custom, Prices, Channels, Categories and Collections tabs.  

1. To edit or remove an item, select it from the staging table, and click the edit or remove 
button at the top left of the window.  
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2. Clicking edit, you will be taken to the item screens. Here, any importing errors will be 
highlighted with a red box around the field.  

 

3. Just as in the list view, you can hover over the invalid field to learn more about the error. Be 
sure to move to the top right corner of the field to see the pop up box detailing the error.  

 

4. Select the field that contains the error, and enter the correct information.  
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5. If that’s all the errors, then you can select save to save the new data and return to the 
staging table.  

 

6. If the item is saved with errors still pending, a confirmation dialog box will appear. Click yes 
to save the item with errors or select no to stay in the item details window and fix the 
remaining errors.  
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7. Even though errors no longer appear in this general tab, check other tabs before selecting 
save.  

 

8. Fix any other errors found in other tabs using the same workflow described above.  
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9. Once all the errors are fixed in each tab, select save to save the changes.  

 

10. Back in the staging table, choose another item to correct, or select review to validate the 
data again.  
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6.4.4.1 View Imports 

From the list of imports, you can see the list of imports along with their number, status (imported or 
on hold), when it was created, when the import was started, the date it was complete, who executed 
the import, and a description.  

To view imported or held imports, select the import from the imports list view and select edit.  

 

The import opens and if the import was held, you can finish the import by selecting import or you 
can discard the import by selecting discard.  
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If the import was already imported, and you opened it to simply view the information or items 
therein, then you are only able to close the import when you are done.  

  

6.4.5 Finalizing Imports 

When all the information is correct on an import and you are ready to import the items into your 
store’s inventory, select import.  
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In the imports list view, you will see the status of the import update to ‘imported.’  
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7 Creating Users and Roles 

There are two components to understand when talking about security and teamwork: users and 
roles.  

Users are individuals who need access to the system. Each user has a unique login ID and password. 
Roles correspond to job titles, such as store associate, store manager, or data analyst.  

By designing a Teamwork role for each job title and assigning all users who perform the same job to 
the same role in Teamwork, you can ensure the right level of access for each employee.  

Designing rights, roles and users may seem complex at first, but once you’ve established them for 
your company, you’ll save time and tighten security by being able to easily assign appropriate 
permissions as you add employees and locations.  

To set up users and roles, go to the options section.  

 

7.1 Create a New Role 

To assign a role to users, first set up the role. Under options, select the roles sub-section.  
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Select the new performance button to start a new role.  

7.1.1 Role Info 

The role info section will appear by default.  

Enter the name and description of the new role. Only the name field is required. The name of the 
role will be reflected in the pop-up title.  

Note 
Don’t click save until you are ready to navigate away from role creation. 

 

7.1.2 Rights 

Select the rights section to assign access for this role.  
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The rights section also allows you to search for terms and sort by columns to help locate the 
appropriate rights.  
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Check all the rights appropriate for this role. 

7.1.3 Users 

Once users have been created, the users section allows you to assign users to roles. 
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7.1.4 HQ and Ops Reports 

Select the hq reports and ops reports sections to assign appropriate reports to this role. 

 

When all relevant rights have been assigned to this role, click save. 

7.2 Create a New User 

To create a new user, go to the users sub-section and click the new performance button.  
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7.2.1 User Info 

The user info section will appear by default. Enter the desired user information. Only the first and 
last name, login ID and password are required.   
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Note 
The login ID must be unique.  

7.2.2 Locations 

In the locations section, select the store locations where this user should be able to login.  

For instance, a part-time sales associate may need to log on only at their own store, but a manager 
may float, and so require a login at multiple store locations. 

 

7.2.3 Roles 

Next, select the appropriate role for this user.  
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Note 
A user may have more than one role. For example, a store manager may also be a 
inventory manager, so you can select more than one role for each user.  

When the user information is complete, click save. 

7.3 Users and Rights Matrices 

Once users and roles have been created, you can use the users and rights matrices under the roles 
sub-section to assign rights to existing roles and existing users to those roles.  

7.3.1 Users Matrix 

In the users matrix, locate the user you wish to change and select or deselect the roles for that user.  
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7.3.2 Rights Matrix 

In the rights matrix, locate the right you wish to assign and select or deselect the roles for that right.  
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